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The Jewish heritage in the former ShUM cities (Speyer, Worms and Mainz) is represented in 

monuments and scholarly eruditeness. The three cities are in the process for being enlisted as 

UNESCO World Heritage – the application will reach UNESCO in 2020.  

As the monuments are visible, tangible heritage and provide layers of history regarding 

architecture, destruction, reconstruction and also today a kind of public heritage awareness, 

the intangible stories and importance of ShUM cannot be seen at first sight.  

Therefore, it is a huge aim to make these other layers visible. In the beginning, we ask 

questions: How can we transform e.g. Rashis wisdom, liturgical Pijjutim and the importance of 

the Worms Machzor from the 13th century into living cultural memory? How can we tell that 

the first idea of the Golem was created in Worms and not getting kitschy as in Prague? How 

do we tell the legends around “Warmaisa” in a way that young adults listen? What about 

story around the reconstruction of Worms’ synagogue after the Shoah, the debates and 

ambiguous motifs which accompanied the reconstruction?  

When topics are set, we start with methods and have to open a modern, innovative access to 

these Jewish medieval worlds. The concepts could circle around the question:  “What does 

ShUM means to me?” in the meaning of relevancy, a sense of belonging, empathy and 

pluralism in representation. The intangible heritage shall show and underline Jewish life, 

culture and creativity and the cultural dialogue with host societies. It shall show the 

innovative mediaeval worlds in ShUM.  
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